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A multidatabase system provides integrated access to heterogeneous, autonomous local databases

in a distributed system. An important problem in current multidatabase systems is identification

of semantically similar data in different local databases. The Summary Schemas Model (SSM) is

proposed as an extension to multidatabase systems to aid in semantic identification. The SSM

uses a global data structure to abstract the information available in a multidatabase system.

This abstracted form allows users to use their own terms (imprecise queries) when accessing

data rather than being forced to use system-specified terms. The system uses the global data

structure to match the user’s terms to the semantically closest available system terms. A

simulation of the SSM is presented to compare imprecise-query processing with corresponding

query-processing costs in a standard multidatabase system. The costs and benefits of the SSM

are discussed, and future research dmections are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Computer applications in general, and databases in particular, are an inte-

gral part of the daily function of different groups of users and organizations.

Databases in each of these environments have developed independently to

meet specific requirements. Moreover, different database management sys -

tems (DBMSS), which are usually incompatible with each other, have evolved
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to meet the varying needs in these independent environments. However, in

today’s networked world, separate autonomous data sources, “islands of

information” [Andrew 1987], are no longer able to meet increasingly sophisti-

cated user needs. Related information important to a global application or

request may exist in multiple, incompatible local databases. Users cannot be

expected to manage system details of sending multiple requests in different

languages (and possibly different data models) to multiple information

sources. Multidatabase systems provide integrated global access to au-

tonomous, heterogeneous local databases with a single, relatively simple,

request [Bright et al. 1992; Hurson and Bright 1991b; Litwin 1988; Litwin

and Zeroual 1988; Sheth and Larson 1990; Thomas et al. 1990].

1.1 Semantic Identification and the Summary Schemas Model

An important consequence of the local autonomy and heterogeneity of multi-

database systems is that semantically similar pieces of information may have

very different names and different data structures in separate local databases.

Local data access terms are developed to meet specific local requirements and

will not be globally consistent. Multidatabase designers have created methods

to integrate semantically similar, but syntactically different, data entities.

However, these methods all assume that database designers or users can

identify semantically similar entities despite the representation and naming

differences. Without intimate knowledge of the structure of all local databases,

this assumption is invalid. The Summary Schemas Model (SSM) has been

developed as an extension to multidatabase systems to provide linguistic

support to automatically identify semantically similar entities with different

access terms [Bright and Hurson 1991; Hurson and Bright 1991a]. A database

schema is a group of access terms (database name, relation names, and

attribute names) which describe the structure and content of the data avail-

able in the database. A summary schema is a concise, more abstract descrip-

tion of the semantic contents of a group of input schemas. The SSM uses

specific linguistic relationships between schema terms to build a hierarchical

global data structure which describes the information available in all local

databases in an increasingly abstract form. The data structure relates local-

access terms which are semantically similar. The SSM provides intelligent,

user-friendly access to multidatabase systems. In existing multidatabase

systems, global integration is typically a very labor-intensive task, while SSM

processing is largely automated. Many multidatabase systems create large

global schemas which are difficult to create, maintain, and store. The SSM

global data structure is much smaller and is easier to create, maintain, and

store.

The SSM allows multidatabase users to submit global database queries

that described requested data in terms that are meaningful to each user.

Consequently, users are not required to employ existing system access terms
—the result is an imprecise query. Imprecise means the user may accept a

range of system access terms as valid representations of his/her intent. The
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SSM uses the global data structure and online linguistic tools to interpret the

user’s imprecise query and associate it with the precise local system access

terms that are semantically closest to the user’s terms. Hence, it allows users

to describe their semantic intent while the system provides the best possible

response. The ability to submit imprecise requests is important to making

global data access user friendly and is also useful to global-database design-

ers. Processing imprecise user queries requires some overhead relative to

precise multidatabase query processing. However, this overhead is small

relative to overall query-processing costs; moreover, the user function pro-

vided is not available in existing systems.

1.2 Structure of the Article

This article presents the Summary Schemas Model as an enhancement to

existing multidatabase systems. Sections 2 and 3 review background material

in multidatabase systems and in linguistic research, respectively. Then, the

architecture and use of the SSM is presented in Section 4. Query-processing

techniques are explored, with particular emphasis on resolving imprecise

user references. Section 5 presents simulation results which show the effec-

tiveness of the SSM. The overhead cost of imprecise-query processing com-

pared to standard multidatabase language system (precise) query processing

is quantified. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the article and discusses future

extensions to the SSM.

2. MULTIDATABASE SYSTEMS

A multidatabase is a distributed system that acts as a front end to multiple

local DBMSS or is structured as a global system layer on top of the local

DBMSS [Breitbart et al. 1992; Bright et al. 1992; Sheth and Larson 1990;

Staniszkis 1986]. Multidatabase are also referred to as federated databases

or heterogeneous distributed databases. Local DBMSS may be heterogeneous

(different data models and/or implementations of the same data model) and
may exist prior to joining the multidatabase. Although the local node must
maintain some global function in order to interface with the global system,

the local DBMS participates in the multidatabase without modification. The

local DBMS retains full control over local data and processing (local auton-

omy). Cooperating with the global system and servicing global requests are

strictly voluntary. The global system provides a means (a global schema or

multidatabase language features, Sections 2.1 and 2.2) of resolving the
differencefi in data representation and function between local DBMSS. This

resolution capability is necessary because the same information may be

maintained at multiple locations in differing forms. Different representations

of semantically similar data may include different naming conventions, for-

mats, data structures, levels of abstraction, and/or completeness/con-

sistency of the data. A number of multidatabase projects have been reported

in the literature [Bright et al. 1992; Litwin 1988]. Examples of multidatabase

projects include ADDS [Breitbart and Tieman 1984], Calida [Jakobson et al.
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1988], DQS [Belcastro et al. 1988], EDDS [Bell et al. 1987], Mermaid [Tem-

pleton et al. 1987], MRDSM [Litwin 1985b], Pegasus [Raffii et al. 1991], and

PRECI* [Deen et al. 1987]. The two major design approaches for multidata-

base systems are explored in the following sections.

2.1 Global-Schema Multidatabases

The global-schema approach to multidatabases is a direct outgrowth of

distributed databases [Ceri et al. 1987]. The global schema is just another

layer, above the local external schemas, that provides additional data inde-

pendence. Global users essentially see a single, large, integrated database. A

major difference, however, is the lack of global control over local decisions.

The global schema is usually replicated at each system node. Most global-

schema multidatabases use a relational data model and some variant of SQL

for the global-access language. However, object-oriented data models and

object-oriented access languages are becoming more popular.

Global-schema design takes the independently developed local schemas,

resolves semantic and syntactic differences between them, and creates an

integrated summary of all the information from the union of the local

schemas. Global-schema design is also referred to as view integration [Batini

et al. 1983]. This process is much more difficult than just taking a union of

the input schemas for several reasons. The most important reason (for our

purposes) is that information about the same real-world object may occur in

multiple local databases and have completely different representations. De-

spite the methodologies, algorithms, and heuristics which have been defined

to help automate parts of the schema integration process, this process is still

very human labor intensive [Batini et al. 1986]. Global-Database Administra-

tors (DBAs) are required to design the global schema. These designers must

have extensive knowledge of all the input schemas and the user requirements

of the global system to decide how to integrate the inputs. Each of the local

schemas is assumed to be optimized to local requirements. The global DBA

must understand all the local optimizations and consider them when trying

to create efficient global structures. The amount of global knowledge re-

quired, about what is being integrated and how to integrate it, is a major

problem with the global-schema approach.

A global schema can be a very large data object. The sheer size can make it

a problem to replicate at nodes with limited storage facilities. The popularity

of personal computers and small DMBSS which may want to join the multi-

database system makes this an important problem. Some systems get around

this problem by only replicating the global schema at specified server nodes.

Global DBAs must also maintain the global schema in the face of arbitrary

(since the local DBMSS are autonomous) changes to local schemas. The
literature is largely silent on how this is done. Changes to local schemas,

including addition and deletion of whole nodes, must be reflected by corre-

sponding changes in the global schema. The integration techniques used in
global-schema design and the changes in local data representations at the

global level can make the mapping of changes to the global schema a complex
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problem. Local changes may force the DBA to reconsider may design deci-

sions made during the initial integration process—with wide-reaching conse-

quences.

2.2 Multidatabase Language Systems

The multidatabase language approach is an attempt to resolve some of the

problems associated with global schemas, such as up-front knowledge re-

quired of DBAs, extensive development time to create the global schema,

large maintenance requirements, and processing/storage requirements

placed on local nodes. A multidatabase language system puts most of the

integration responsibility on the user, but alleviates the problem by giving

the user many functions to ease the task and providing a, great deal of control

over the information. Most multidatabae languages are relational, similar to

SQL in the standard capabilities, but extend the function significantly.

Litwin and his colleagues have argued persuasively for multidatabase lan-

guages and performed much research in this area [F’ankhouser et al. 1988;

Litwin 1984; 1988; Litwin and Abdellatif 1986; 1987].

Most of the language extensions beyond standard database capabilities are

involved with manipulating differing data representations. Since representa-

tion differences exist when the user submits a query, the language must have

the ability to transform source information into the integrated representa-

tions most useful to the user. It is particularly desirable in this context to

make the language nonprocedural. The multidatabase system should be

capable of making good implicit decisions in interpreting what the user wants

to accomplish and providing many functions by default. The more complexity

the system can automatically handle, the easier the system will be to use.

Examples are the ability to iterate operations over multiple, slightly varying

objects [Litwin 1984] and the ability to do implicit joins [Litwin 1985a]. In

summary, the multidatabase language approach shifts the burden of integra-

tion from global DBAs (the global-schema approach) to users and local DBAs.

Multidatabase language systems trade a level of data independence (the

global schema hides duplication, heterogeneity, and location information) for

a more dynamic system and greater control over system information.

3. LARGE-SYSTEM INTERFACES AND LINGUISTIC RESEARCH

The Summary Schemas Model (SSM) draws heavily from previous work in
large-system user interfaces and in linguistic theory, The large amount of

information available in a multidatabase system presents difficult challenges

to user interface designers. The system must provide aids which guide the

end user efficiently to the desired information. Identifying the semantic

relationship between terms using linguistic theory is an important building

block for the SSM. Recent advances in online dictionaries and thesauruses
make it possible to apply linguistic theory in an automated fashion. Previous

work on handling imprecise data values and on defining the semantic simi-
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larity between terms has been extended to allow users to submit imprecise

queries to the SSM.

3.1 Large-System User Interfaces

In a small data access system, it is reasonable to expect all users to learn the

exact names for different entities and use the system-designated access terms

to manipulate information. In this context, an access term is a descriptive

identifier for a data entity—specifically, relation names and attribute names

in the relational data model. As systems grow in size, there are more data

entities and more corresponding access terms. In the large distributed sys-

tems represented by the multidatabase environment, it is unreasonable to

expect users to know the exact system access terms for more than a narrow

segment of the information. Not only is there a potentially huge number of

access terms, but the naming conventions, data structures, and user

paradigms for different local databases can vary significantly.

Another aspect of the size of the multidatabase environment is that the

system has more applications and more potential for new applications to be

added (relative to a single system). Therefore, it is likely that there will be

many new and infrequent system users. It is possible that these users will

have a different mental model of the data being accessed than the world

model encoded in the global database [D’Atri and Tarantino 1989]. These

differing views of the data to be accessed will hamper the user’s attempts to

manipulate the proper data. Because the naming and syntax of user requests

may differ from the naming and syntax of system data, the user interface

should have some intelligence to interpret the semantics of the user request.

3.2 User Interface Techniques

Three techniques—browsing, connection under logical implication, and gen-

eralization—have been proposed to aid users in searching and understanding

the data represented in a system [D’Atri and Tarantino 1989]. Generalization

has proven difficult for large and complex systems. Connection under logical

implication places most of the burden on the system, but seems to be the

most promising technique for large systems.

The problem with allowing a user to specify data in his/her own terms—i.e.,

connection under logical implication—is that different users are very likely to

use different access terms for the same entity. One study showed that the

probability of two subjects picking the same term for a given entity ranged

from 7’% to 18% [Furnas et al. 1987]. The study looked at several design

methods aimed at increasing the probability of matching access terms for

equivalent entities and concluded that the best matching performance would

be obtained with a system that allowed unlimited synonyms for each entity in

the system. In other words, the user would specify data using his/her own

terms, and the system would match the user’s terms to the closest synony-
mous term in the actual system data. Methods that rely on the system

interpreting the user’s request (connection under logical implication and
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matching synonyms) have the problem that a user’s request may be vague or

imprecise. Several interfaces based on the concepts of dialogue and semantic

distance have been developed to deal with imprecision in user requests

[Metro 1989].

The proposed Summary Schemas Model provides a user-friendly interface

by allowing users to specify queries in their own terms and\or to use

imprecise terms for data references. The summary schemas and the online

taxonomy are used to map these terms to the semantically closest access

terms that actually exist in the system. Therefore, the system is very tolerant

for new and infrequent system users. The summary schemas are a global

data representation that can be browsed at various levels of abstraction and

with varying amounts of detail shown.

3.3 Related Linguistic Research

3.3.1 Semantic Relationships. One of the motivating concepts for the SSM

is that the words one uses to express ideas can be related in a unifying

taxonomy based on the semantic content of the words. In his thesaurus, one

of Roget’s goals was to order a collection of words based on their meaning,

rather than their (arbitrary) spelling [Dutch 1965]. Strong and Drott [ 1986]

also proposed a classification based on semantic categories. The SSM makes

extensive use of two particular semantic relationships between terms, syn-

onymy and hypernymy. Strong synonyms are semantically equivalent terms

that can be substituted for each other in all contexts without any change in

meaning. Weak synonyms are semantically similar terms that can be substi-

tuted for each other in some contexts with minimal change in meaning. The

hypernym of a word is a term with a broader, more general meaning (a genus

term). The opposite relationship, a more specific meaning, is called hy-

ponymy. There are many different possible hypernym relationships between

two terms [Klavans et al. 1991b]. Examples are A “is-a” B, A is “part-of” B, A

is a “member-of” B, A is a “form-of’ B, etc. Also, hypernymy between verbs is

slightly different than noun hypernymy [Collier and Fellbaum 1988]. The

SSM currently uses weak synonymy and a generic, inclusive form of hyper-

nymy. Other lexical relationships between terms can be defined [Aitchison

and Gilchrist 1987], but are not currently used by the SSM.

When grouping terms semantically, it is important that each term have a

precise meaning. However, many English terms have multiple definitions.

Homographs are totally different words with the same spelling, while poly-

semy is the fact that one word can have multiple senses. An example of
homographs is “bow,” meaning the object used to shoot arrows, and “bow,”
meaning to bend at the waist. An example of polysemy is the word “room,”

which can mean space, a space within a building enclosed by walls, living

quarters, or the people gathered together in a room. The Lexical Systems

group at IBM’s Watson Research Center has done extensive work on auto-

mated sense disambiguation [Chodorow et al. 1988; Klavans et al. 1991a;

Ravin 1988; 1989]. They have created tools that use the linguistic information
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in online dictionaries and thesauruses to disambiguate term senses and the

semantic links between them. A consequence of the idea that words can be

ordered according to their meaning is that a quantitative measure can be

defined that specifies the semantic distance between words [Chodrow et al.

1988; Ravin 1988]. Another tool from the Lexical Systems group can find the

path between two terms following specified semantic links. Hence, the se-

mantic distance between the terms can be quantified by measuring the path

length.

Work at the University of Illinois (at Chicago) uses the idea of common

concepts (called facets in Aitchison and Gilchrist [1987]) to define semantic

relationships between attribute names [Yu et al. 1991]. A concept is defined

as a specific characteristic (or attribute) of a term, and a term is defined

using multiple concepts. For example, an airplane is a mechanical device, but

it also has the concepts of transportation, seating capacity, and air travel.

The University of Illinois model builds hierarchies of concepts by hand. Then

the system can automatically compare attribute terms for semantic similarity

by calculating the intersection of their concept sets. This system of multiple

concepts per term is more sophisticated than Roget’s single hypernym ap-

proach, but the concept hierarchies must be constructed manually for each

problem domain.

3.3.2 Information Retrieval Concepts. Traditional work in information

retrieval systems has concentrated on bibliographic or unformatted databases

[Aitchison and Gilchrist 1987; Lancaster 1986]. Users submit requests which

contain access terms (from a controlled vocabulary) they are interested in,

and the information retrieval system matches the user access terms with

archived documents that have corresponding access terms. This concept is

used in the SSM by theoretically considering local database schemas as

documents. The terms in a schema are the access terms used by the system to

index that schema (document). User queries are parsed for access terms

which are matched with appropriate access terms from available schemas.

3.3.3 Summary Schema i140del Requirements. The SSM requires a gen-

eral taxonomy with synonym links, hypernym links, and word sense defini-

tions. Howevet-, much of the work in the thesaurus field has concentrated on

specialized thesauruses for limited fields or with restricted vocabularies,

rather than generalized thesauruses for an entire language [Aitchison and

Gilchrist 1987]. A specialized vocabulary can be more precise for classifiers

and system-level users, but it requires extensive knowledge and effort to

create. Since a multidatabase can contain information from many fields and

many of the purposes of the SSM are user oriented, a broad, general vocabu-

lary is required. SSM users are allowed to submit global queries using their

own terms to describe data, so an entry vocabulary equivalent to the contents

of a collegiate-level dictionary is appropriate. Note that the SSM only uses

relationships between words—it does not attempt to understand the deep
meaning of terms. The SSM is intended as a user aid, rather than a

knowledge base such as the Cyc work at MCC.
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3.4 Imprecision

Identifying specific information in a large system with an uncontrolled

vocabulary (for schema terms and\or data values) is a difficult task. Often

the system will contain relevant information that does not precisely match a

user’s request. Imprecision (or vagueness) can result from a mismatch be-

tween the user’s and designer’s world views or from the fact that local

databases do not precisely represent reality. An example of the latter is a

database that records the temperature as “cold” rather than the precise

numeric value for degrees. When dealing with imprecise information, a

system must quantify the similarity between data values and/or access

terms.

3.4.1 Imprecise Data Values. Previous work on imprecision in databases

has concentrated on imprecision in data values. The literature has addressed

several directions for handling imprecise values—i.e., fuzzy set theory [Metro

1990], the VAGUE system [Metro 1989; 1990], heuristic approach [Wang and

Madnick 1989], and probabilistic frameworks [Fuhr 1990]. Handling impre-

cise data values gives users flexibility in defining their queries. If the user is

unsure of the precise values desired or is not sure if the precise values are

available, the system can return all relevant information. In several of the

aforementioned solutions, the system will rank possible responses before

displaying them to the user. The SSM extends this capability to schema

terms (the metadata that describes the data values maintained in the

database). Just as data values can be imprecise or vague, the terms used to

access the data can be imprecise or vague. The SSM can return all relevant

sources of data in response to a user’s query.

3.4.2 Semantic Distance. A key aspect of handling imprecise data is

defining the degree of similarity between two vaIues. Numerical similarity is

easy to determine—just take the difference of the two numbers. Semantic

similarity between concepts (terms) is more complex. Roget’s goal in creating

his thesaurus was to define a linear ordering of English words so that

semantic similarity would correspond to numeric similarity (just count the

number of words between two terms [Dutch 1965]. He did not accomplish this

goal because word meanings are too complex to arrange linearly.

Some work on defining semantic locality has been done in the context of the

National Library of Medicine’s Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)

[Nelson et al. 1991]. Semantic locality has at lest four different aspects in the

UMLS: synonyms and lexical variants, semantic types, contextual informa-
tion, and co-occurrence of terms. UMLS entries include synonyms and variant

spellings/usages of terms. These are assumed to be semantically identical.

UMLS terms can have one or more associated semantic types (broad cate-

gories of similar concepts). If the set of types for two terms overlap signifi-

cantly, the terms are semantically similar. UMLS terms can be defined based

on their position in a hierarchical classification scheme such as the National
Library of Medicine’s Medical Subject Headings hierarchy. Terms in the same

subtree are semantically similar. Finally, co-occurrence of terms measures
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the number of times two terms are found together in sample journal articles.

This is similar to the information retrieval system analysis described above.

4. SUMMARY SCHEMAS MODEL

The Summar,y Schemas Model (SSM) is proposed as an adjunct to multi-

database language systems that provides automated support for identifica-

tion of semantically similar entities. This automatic identification allows the

SSM to accept imprecise user queries. An imprecise query describes the data

to be accessed using user-defined terms rather than system-defined terms.

SSM imprecise-query processing matches the user-defined terms to semanti-

cally similar system terms. The imprecise-query processing is made possible

by creating an abstract view of the available data from local databases in a

hierarchical structure—i.e., a hierarchy of summary schemes. A summary

schema is an abstract, yet concise description of the data available in a group

of input schemas. It is not an exact representation of the data from input

schemas, but it does retain most of the semantic content of those schemas.

Summary schemas are created by using the hypernym links from an online-

system taxonomy.

Multidatabase language systems are the target environment for the SSM

because they represent a more suitable design approach (than global-schema

multidatabases) for large systems or for distributed systems which allow

small machines to participate. Although the SSM does entail a global data

structure (the summary schemas hierarchy), this data structure is smaller

than a global schema, and its creation and maintenance are partially auto-

matic (unlike global schemas). However, the concepts and benefits of the SSM

could be extended to other types of global-sharing systems (e.g., as an aid to

global-schema design in global-schema multidatabases) which have the prob-

lem of trying to identify semantically similar entities despite differences in

representation and naming.

The SSM is proposed based on the relational data model. Relational

database technology is well defined, mathematically rigorous, and popular in

the marketplace. Most current multidatabase projects use the relational

model and SQL-like access languages for their global structure. However,

today some multidatabase researcher are exploring data models with more

advanced semantics, particularly, object-oriented models [Fankhouser et al.

1988]. Since the input to the SSM is just a group of access terms describing

available data, SSM concepts could easily be extended to object-oriented

multidatabases when they become more widely used. In this case, an interest-

ing problem arises because object-oriented systems place some of their se-

mantics in the methods attached to an object. Methods represent functions

rather than data—verb terms instead of noun terms. The SSM relies heavily

on the semantic relationship of hypernymy between terms. Verb hypernymy

has different linguistic characteristics than noun hypernymy [Collier and
Fellbaum 19$8; Ravin 1990]. It is unclear (at this time) how the semantic

identification and interpretation properties of the SSM would be extended to

include verbs.
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4.1 System Taxonomy

The semantic power of the SSM comes from the linguistic knowledge repre-

sented in an online-system taxonomy. This taxonomy combines information

traditionally found in dictionaries and thesauruses. The taxonomy has an

entry for each disambiguated definition of each term from a general lexicon of

the English language. Each entry has a precise definition of the term and

semantic links to related terms. The semantic links used in the SSM taxon-

omy are synonymy and hypernymy\hyponymy. Synonym links are symmetri-

cal. Hypernym and hyponym links are reciprocal. The taxonomy is hierarchi-

cal in structure with multiple top-level nodes and some cross links between

hierarchies at lower levels. Hypernym\hyponym relations are the hierarchy

links of the taxonomy, while synonym relationships are the cross links

between hierarchies or between leaf nodes at the lowest level.

4.1.1 Taxonomy Characteristics. Key aspects of the SSM taxonomy are a

general lexicon, disambiguated entries, a simple hypernym hierarchy, seman-

tically intuitive hypernyms, and limited synonym cross references. A general

lexicon is necessary to represent the potential range of information and to

support the potential range of user query terms. Disambiguated entries allow

precision in specifying relationships between terms and in defining specific

entities. The simple hypernym hierarchy and limited synonym cross refer-

ences make the taxonomy structure easier to traverse and to calculate paths

of semantic links between terms. This is important for calculating Semantic

Distance Metric values (Section 4.3). An intuitive hypernym is a more general

term which obviously captures the semantics of its hyponyms, as opposed to

an obscure term which is technically correct, but is not well known.

One goal of our research has been to find an existing taxonomy that meets

the SSM requirements rather than constructing a new taxonomy. Construct-

ing a general taxonomy is beyond the scope of this work. Moreover, it would

be a significant research effort in itself and would require significant linguis-

tic knowledge and skill. By using an existing taxonomy, or combination of

existing dictionaries and thesauruses, we have confidence that the definitions

and semantic relationships represented have been tested and found to be

semantically useful. Therefore, our linguistic base is solid.

Two existing taxonomies were explored for use with the SSM [Bright and

Hurson 1991]. The first was the 1965 version of Roget’s Thesaurus, and the

second was a taxonomy derived from Webster’s 7th New Collegiate Dictionary

[Gove 1963; Dutch 1965]. These taxonomies were used to derive summary
schema hierarchies from sample database schemas representing approxi-

mately 1000 access terms. Using these two taxonomies for schema summa-

rization allowed us to judge their suitability for SSM processing. The Roget

taxonomy only exists in text form (later versions are online but do not contain

the hypernym links), so the relevant portions had to be manually entered for

automated processing. The Webster dictionary is online, and the taxonomy

was created using automated parsing tools [Byrd 1989; Klavans et al. 1991a;

199 lb; Ravin 1989]. Despite its flaws, Roget’s taxonomy was judged to be

more suitable to the needs of the SSM at this time [Bright and Hurson 1991].
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Therefore, all SSM processing is described in terms of Roget’s structure.

However, the work by IBM’s Lexical Systems Group holds much promise,

based on ongoing research and stated future directions.

4.1.2 Taxonomy Implementation. The full system taxonomy consists of

terms, their disambiguated definitions, and the semantic relationships be-

tween the definitions. The format of a full taxonomy entry is: “term,” “term

definition text,” pointer to hypernym, list of hyponym pointers (not included

for leaf terms), list of synonym pointers (not included for nonleaf terms in

Roget’s taxonomy). Note that Roget does not include term definitions; there-

fore, it must be supplemented with a corresponding dictionary to be fully

enabled for the SSM. The full taxonomy must be available online so database

designers and users can understand the precise meaning of system access

terms. Access terms are the names in database schemas that describe avail-

able data (e.g., database names, relation names, and attribute names in the

relational data model). However, the SSM does not require the full taxonomy

for its automated processing. Schema summarization and imprecise-query

processing do not use term definitions or the lowest-level (entry-level) terms

of the hypernym hierarchy. Definitions are only necessary for helping users

understand the semantics of a term. Each entry-level term maps to a particu-

lar synonym list represented by a subhead. The synonyms in a subhead list

are assumed to be semantically equivalent; therefore, automatic processing

can consider the list a single unit (the subhead). Most of the storage required

for the full taxonomy is consumed by the text definitions and the entry-level

terms (the bunk of the terms are in the lower levels of the hierarchy). Also,

the operational taxonomy is only used by the system, so terms can be

identified by a numeric ID, which is smaller than the textual representation

of a term. Hence, the operational taxonomy (for automated processing) is

significantly smaller than the full taxonomy (Section 4.5.4). The format of an

operational taxonomy entry is: term ID, pointer to hypernym, list of hyponym

pointers (not included for leaf terms), list of synonym pointers (not included

for nonleaf terms in Roget’s taxonomy). Note that leaf terms in the opera-

tional taxonomy are the subhead terms.

The full SSiYI taxonomy is not a specialized structure. The semantic knowl-

edge represented in the taxonomy is useful to a variety of other applications,

including natural language processing [Byrd 1989; Klavans et al. 1991 b].

Hence, the taxonomy can be shared, and its cost amortized over multiple

users. The operational taxonomy used for automated SSM processing can be

easily extracted from the full taxonomy,

4.2 Hierarchy of Summary Schemas

A summary schema is a collection of access terms which represents the

semantic content of a group of input schemas. It represents the input data in

a more abstract manner and consequently needs fewer terms to describe the

information than the sum of the terms in the input schemas. The terms in a
summary schema are the hypernyms of the terms in the input schemas, The

semantic abstraction and reduction in numbers of terms results from the

linguistic properties of the hypernym relationship. For example, consider two
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base relations—one of which includes the attributes “city” and “zip code”

while the other has “city” and “country.” A global-schema representation of

these schemas might have a generalized object with the attribute “city,” but

also retains specific objects with “zip code” and “country” attributes. The

global schema is a precise representation of the base schemas. The summary

schema for the same base relations may represent the input attributes with a

single access term (hypernym) “location. “ “Location” retains the essential

semantics of the “city, “ “zip code,” and “country” as they are used in the base

relations, but represents those semantics with a more general (abstract)

term. The hypernym relationship allows a single summary schema term to

represent three base access terms. A user interested in finding “location”

information in a general sense may be satisfied with results from either base

relation (assuming other requirements of the query can be satisfied by the

relation). Therefore, the user can compose the query using any term

(meaningful to the user) which maps to “location” in the system taxonomy. A

user who needs a specific representation of “location” (e.g., “city,” “zip code,”

rather than “city,” “ country”) can find it using his/her own term, by using

the Query Refinement Facility (Section 4.4.2).

The SSM structures multidatabase nodes in a hierarchy. Each internal

node in the hierarchy contains a summary schema created from the schemas

of its children. For simplicity, we consider only leaf nodes to contribute actual

database schemas. Internal nodes contain only summary schemas. The sum-

mary schema at each internal node represents an abstract view of the

information available in its subtree. The hierarchy is kept fairly short (five

levels in the Roget taxonomy) in order to minimize message passing during

imprecie-query processing. For a multidatabase system with many nodes,

this means the hierarchy will be very bushy. Each internal node also contains

a copy of the operational taxonomy. The internal nodes are responsible for

most SSM processing.

4.2.1 Schema Summarization Process. Creating the summary schemas

hierarchy requires some initial input from local database administrators, but

the rest of the creation and maintenance process is automatic. At each leaf

node, the local DBA must map the terms in the local schema (which is to be

shared with the multidatabase) to entry-level terms in the system taxonomy.

Since the SSM taxonomy contains a general lexicon, all local-access terms

should correspond to an entry-level term. The effort required by each local

DBA is minimal since she/he is assumed to know what “local-access terms”
mean. Terms can be automatically looked up in the full system taxonomy,

and the only decision by the DBA will be which disambiguated definition to

use.

The entry-level terms in the taxonomy are entries in the synonym lists for

subheads. At the first internal level of the hierarchy, a summary schema

consists of subhead terms corresponding to the entry-level terms from the

child leaf-nodes. The hypernym relationship from the system taxonomy auto-

matically specifies the subhead for each entry-level term. At each succes-

sively higher level in the hierarchy, the summary schema consists of the list
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of hypernyms corresponding to the terms in the previous lower-level schemas.

Figure 1 shows a partial summary schemas hierarchy. Each internal node

takes the list of access terms from its children’s schemas, uses the system

taxonomy to map to the hypernyms, and keeps those hypernyms as its

summary schema. Each term in the summary schema has a list of pointers to

child nodes which contain hyponyms of the term. These downward pointers

are used to search for lower-level (more concrete) terms.

When the summary schema’s hierarchy has been created, maintenance is

also automatic once changes at the leaf nodes have been mapped to entry-level

taxonomy terms. Adding a new leaf will cause terms to be added to ancestor

summary schemas until a summary schema is encountered that already has

the hypernym ancestor. Deleting a leaf term will cause ancestor summary

schemas to delete hypernyms up to the point where the hypernym represents

a term from another lower-level schema, as well as the deleted term (i.e., the

list of child node pointers is larger than one). Hence, most changes will be

restricted to a particular subtree of the overall hierarchy. Maintenance is

required when nodes connect to the multidatabase, leave the multidatabase,

or change the schema being shared with the global system.

4.2.2 Implementation of the Hierarchy. The system hierarchy for the SSM

is a logical partition of nodes, but it will usually correspond to fast underlying

physical network connections. Parent-children links should have underlying

physical pathways with high-performance and low-propagation delays for

message passing. Large networks frequently have a physical hierarchy of

nodes. Leaf nodes are typically linked by a local-area network (LAN). Each

LAN has a designated node that acts as a gateway to a higher-level network

which consists of gateway nodes from other LANs. This higher-level network

may in turn have a gateway to an even higher-level network, and so on. The

higher-level networks are sometimes called backbone networks and usually

have high-performance characteristics in order to handle. the voluminous

traffic flow between lower-level networks. The logical hierarchy of the SSM

would typically be mapped directly onto the corresponding nodes in an

existing physical hierarchy, i.e., the gateway for each network level would be

a natural site for the parent node function of the SSM hierarchy. For

example, nodes A, B, and 4.A in Figure 1 could be machines on the same

LAN. Assuming Node 4.A was the LAN gateway to a higher-level network,

Node 4.A would be the best choice to maintain the summary schema for

databases on the LAN. However, the SSM logical hierarchy could be mapped

differently as long as the parent-children links had good performance.

The SSM has a concept of closeness between two nodes in the system. The

measure of closeness is the measure of the performance of the network path

between the two nodes, i.e., close nodes have high-performance/low-props-

gation delay paths, while distant nodes have low-performance/high-props-

gation delay paths. The closeness measure does not need a precise quantifica-
tion since it will be used mostly for comparison purposes rather than strict

measurement. Node-processing capacity is also a consideration in assigning

positions in the hierarchy. Nodes at higher levels in the hierarchy have more
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Fig. 1. Sample schema hierarchy with summarization of selected terms.

data and processing overhead to manage, so larger capacity nodes should be

selected. Specialized database machines may be appropriate at internal nodes

in order to provide efficient global query processing [Hurson et al. 1989;

1990]. Leaf nodes only have to maintain their own export schemas and have

minimal global-processing responsibilities.

There are a number of advantages of partitioning SSM nodes in a hierar-

chical fashion. First, such an organization is a common approach for subdivid-

ing a large problem into manageable pieces. Each node in the SSM hierarchy

has information about all the data available in its subtree. Since the global

data representation is distributed, the task of managing that representation
is also distributed. Upper levels of the hierarchy will be responsible for more

information (larger subtrees), but these will generally be larger nodes with

more machine and human resources available to shoulder the load. The SSM

hierarchy can be mapped to represent the organization of the entity(ies) that

own(s) the multidatabase. By matching organizational lines, data flow can be

localized and will typically stay within a subtree. It is likely that users will

most frequently use data close to themselves in the organization, hence, close

to their node in the SSM hierarchy. Performance will be better when queries

can be satisfied by close network nodes.
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Finally, an unequal distribution of function and global responsibility allows

small machines or machines with little available capacity to participate in

the multidabase as leaf nodes. Many existing multidatabase systems require

equal distribution of global data and processing [Hurson and Bright 199 la;

1991b]. However, today’s distributed systems typically contain machines that

vary widely in their capacity and performance. The system will provide better

performance if global function is distributed according to each node’s capacity

and capabilities.

4.3 Semantic-Distance Metric

A key feature of the SSM is the ability to identify semantically similar

entities. The Semantic-Distance Metric (SDM) provides a quantitative mea-

surement of “semantic similarity.” If there was a linear order of words by

meaning [Dutch 1965], the semantic distance between meanings would be a

simple measure—just count the number of intervening terms. Similarly, the

value difference between two numbers is quantified by the number of posi-

tions between them on a number line. However, the linguistic complexities of

word meanings do not fit a linear order. Roget’s eventual taxonomy was a

hierarchy of hypernyms with synonym cross references between subtrees.

Just as Roget’s taxonomy is more complex than a linear order, the SDM is a

measure of semantic similarity which is more complex than a simple count.

All pairs of terms in the SSM taxonomy are connected by some combination

of hypernym\hyponym and synoym links. The SDM is a weighted count of

the links in the path between two terms. Terms with only a few links

separating them (a small SDM value) are semantically similar. Terms with

many links between them (a large SDM value) have less similar meanings.

Link counts are weighted because different relationships have different

implications for semantic similarity. In the SSM taxonomy, for example,

synonym links would have a lower weight than hypernym/hyponym links

because synonymy is a more precise indicator of semantic similarity. The

SDM is defined in Figure 2. For Roget’s taxonomy as used in the SSM, the

summation in the SDM calculation will have two terms—one for synonym

links and one for hypernym/hyponym links. The SDM calculation is extensi-

ble to more sophisticated taxonomies (with more semantic relationships) by

adding more terms to the summation. An example of applying the SDM to

find semantic matches for “income” is shown in Figure 3. In the example,

SDM values of 1 to 3 yield semantic matches which are fairly specific to

“income” in the sense of compensation for specific work. However, an SDM

value of 4 yields terms that are still “income” in the sense of money received,

but are not as semantically close to “income” in the sense of work compensa-

tion.
The SDM is intended to be a simple calculation that represents linguisti-

cally significant information. Finding the shortest path between nodes (terms)

in a graph (taxonomy) is a well-understood problem. However, the
SDM calculation is performed frequently during imprecise-query processing

(Section 4.4), so the emphasis is on defining a fast calculation. An SDM
value is intended to quantify the semantic similarity between two terms. The
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LC - nunber of 1inks between 2 terms

LW - weight (re Lative importance) of a link

i - represents a particular type of (ink, LU and LC wi IL be different for each type of (ink

SD - semantic distance between 2 terms, the Lower the va[ue the c(oser the terms are in meaning

SD = X (LCi ● LWi)

Fig. 2.

PROPERTY

Semantic-distance metric formula.

POSSESSIVE RELATIONS

1
N GENERAL MONETARYRELATIONS

ACWI:Ii ION PAY~ENT REC; IPT

~RECE*PTACQUISITION EARNINGS gain

KEY: – hypernym/hypcmym 1 inks

- synonym cross 1 inks

[o~er case terms are terms found in scme loca[ schems

upper case terms are hierarchy terms
ali terms in bottcm [evel Lists are implicit synonyms

GIVEN: LU = 1 for synonym and hypernym/hypnym relations

Terms with SD = 1 for inprecise reference “inccme”:

wage, pens ion, revenue

Terms with SO = 2 for

WY

Terms with SD = 3 for

gain, salary,

Terms uith SD = 4 for

i~recise reference ‘(income”:

imprecise reference “inccxm”:

wages, rents, a[ imony

inprecise reference “inccxne”:

dividends, interest, pa~nt, gift, reward

Fig. 3 Sample semantic-distance metric calculations.

linguistic correctness of the SDM is based on the linguistic correctness of the

relationships used in the calculation and the relative values of the weighting

coefficients (synonymy more important than hypernymy/hyponymy). Seman-

tic similarity is a subjective judgment, and the semantic relationships as-

signed in a taxonomy (such as Roget’s) are subject to the knowledge, experi-
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ence, and bias of the taxonomy compiler. Therefore, the semantic matches

returned for a specific reference and a specific SDM value will have an

element of subjectivity. For queries which require more objective control over

the response, the Query Refinement Facility (Section 4.4.2) allows users to

interactively find precise data references.

The simplicity of Roget’s taxonomy limits the sophistication of current

SDM calculations. Additional semantic relationships would increase the in-

formation content of the taxonomy and increase the complexity of the struc-

ture. More relationships would allow more terms in the SDM calculation.

More sophisticated relationships may also allow different SDM formulas.

4.4 Imprecise-Query Processing

Standard multidatabase language system queries have precise specifications

of data to be accessed and how to manipulate that data. A precise data

reference includes location and the local-access term. The query origin node

parses the query, sends data access requests to remote data sources, and

combines the data accessed according to the operations specified in the query.

An imprecise data reference does not have a location, and the access term

does not necessarily represent an exact system access term.

Imprecise-query processing in the SSM performs the same basic steps as

precise-query processing, but adds a reference resolution phase between

parsing the query and sending the remote-access requests. If the user is

unsure of the existence, location, or local-access term for a piece of data,

she/he can describe the data in her/his own words and mark the reference

as imprecise. The user is still responsible for defining the operations to

perform on the accessed data. When an imprecise reference is detected at the

query origin node, the summary schemas structure is used to match the

reference to a semantically close precise reference (location and local-access

term), and query processing proceeds normally with precise data references.

The user can control the semantic matching by specifying an SDM value for

the imprecise reference. A small SDM value requires the system to provide a

close semantic match, a larger value gives the system wider latitude in

finding a corresponding precise data reference.

Imprecise-reference resolution is essentially a search of the name space

represented by the summary schemas hierarchy. The goal of the search is to

find a matching term within the specified semantic distance of the user’s

term. For simplicity, we only consider queries submitted at leaf nodes. The

search starts at the query origin node and searches up the system hierarchy

for a node with a possible matching term in its summary schema. At this

point the match is only “possible’’-it is not positive because interior hierar-

chy nodes have hypernyms rather than actual access terms in their summary

schemas. From a possible match node, the search goes down the subtree

rooted there to look for an actual access term within the specified semantic

distance.
A general algorithm for imprecise-query processing is given in Figure 4.

This general strategy can be used to process imprecise references in a query

or to return all possible matches for an imprecise reference. Specific
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Step 1) At query 0r19in ncde - parse query;
IF a[( data references are precise THEN go to Step 6)
ELSE send query to next h!gher ncde In system hierarchy;

Step 2) At next higher node -
FOR each imprecise data reference DO

calcu(ate SOM Using irprecise data reference
m-d (ocal smrnary schema as inputs;

IF any toca[ term is within semantic distance THEN
send message down the hierarchy to see i f

( corresponding access terms frrxc Leaf ncde
schema are within the semantic distance;

IF so THEN replace Imprecise with precise
reference

ELSE reference iS St i ( 1 inpreci se;

Step 3) IF a[~ data references are precise THEN go to Step 4)
ELSE IF this is the top Levei in the hierarchy THEN

reject the query because no data in the system
within the specified semantic distance

ELSE send query to next higher Level ncde arc cent Inue Hi th
Step 2);

step 4) a~ L data references are precise, so execute query Hi th sta~ard ~~t idata~se ~anguage facl ~i ties;

Fig. 4. General imprecise-query-processing algorithm.

implementations of these alternatives are discussed below along with pos-

sible optimizations of SSM query processing. Figures 5– 7 show an example of

SSM structure and processing. Figure 5 shows two sample databases and

the relevant portions of the system taxonomy. Figure 6 shows the summa-

ry schema hierarchy based on the sample databases. Figure 7 steps through

imprecise-query processing for a query based on the sample databases.

4.4.1 User Queries. A primary goal of the SSM is to automatically inter-

pret imprecise references in a user’s query and allow the system to process

the query. When an imprecise reference is detected, the system checks the

local schema for a corresponding term. If the reference can be satisfied

locally, the imprecise reference is replaced with the local-access term and the

imprecise-reference resolution phase of query processing is complete. If the

reference cannot be satisfied locally, the imprecise term is mapped to an

entry-level term in the system taxonomy. The hypernym for the term is

extracted from the system taxonomy, and a message is sent to the leaf node’s

parent. The message contains the query origin node ID, the original user

term, the term’s hypernym, and the specified SDM value.

Upon receiving a search message from a child, a parent node checks its

summary schema for a matching hypernym term. If there is a matching

hypernym, then a downward-search message is sent to the first child with a

corresponding hyponym. A downward search message contains the origin

node ID, the original user term, the hypernym term in the upward message,

and the specified SDM value. If that downward search message returns a

precise data reference, the precise reference is returned to the origin node,

and reference resolution is done. If the downward search message does not

find a matching precise reference, the parent sends a downward search

message to the node with the next corresponding hyponym (multiple nodes

may have hyponyms mapping to the same hypernym at the current level). If

no downward search messages produce a match, then the hypernym in the
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Staff Database
Employees ( ID, W$ervisor, wages, address)

Personnel Database
Engineers (ID, manager, salary, tow”)
Managers (ID, inccme, city)

Vo(ition

I
Vo(untaryAction

t 1Agent Director

1
Worker Art isan PersOnne( Manager

Errp(oyee Engineer ,Personne[
,a”a-rvi~or

Staff

Vot it ion

I
Possessive Relations

~,itio”
Payment

I
Pay Earnings

Salary Wages I mm

Space Vo(iticm

Space in Genera 1 General

r-----lo”
Location Authority

I
Locality District Po(ity

Rddress Town City

Fig. 5. Sample databases and partial taxonomy of access terms.

NWJE 1 (teaf): externa~ schema -

(staff, errptoyees, supwvisor, uages, address)

NODE 2 (Leaf): externat schema -

NODE 3:

NODE 4:

NrnE 5:

(personnet, engineers, manager, sa(ary, town, Inccme, city)

First (eve~ interna~ node s-ry schema -
(personnel .1,2>, &orker.l>r manager.l ,2>, pay<l ,2>, Iocality.1>,
,artisan.2>, district .2>, earning s.2>, polity.2>)

Second level internal ncde sunnary schem -
(agent< 3>, director< 3>, payment< 3>, location< 3>, region<3>,
acquisition< 3>, author ity<3>)

Third Levet internal node summary schema -
(votuntary acti0n<4>, possessive reLati Ons.4>, space in
genera (.4>, genera {<4>)

Note - the ntmb?rs i“ .,> are pointers to Iouer teve[ ncdes with correspondi”$ hyp.myms.

Fig. 6. Example of summarization results.

original message is mapped to the next higher-level hypernym and the

message is forwarded to the next parent node. Each successive parent level
performs similar processing until a match is found or the top level of the

hierarchy is encountered. If no match is found at the top level, then there is

no matching precise reference in the multidatabase.
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GIVEN:
The SDM is a simp(e count of (Inks In the hypernym hierarchy. The SDM value used IS 1.

The user is scmewhat faml tlar with the STAFF ard PERSONNEL databases arvd wants to retrieve errp~oyees that
make more than $20,000. The user 1s unsure of the access term for wages in Ncde 2.

The LET ccinnati in the ‘query represents the mw[tidatabase (ang.age system abl [ ity to comb?ne mu[t]ple data
references Into a slng(e term.

QUERY:
LET PERS = NCOE1. STAFF AND N02E2. PERSONNEL;

I* ooen two databases with prec]se data references ●I
LET EMP = NtiEl .EMPLOYEE ANO NMJE2. ENGINEERS;

I* cwrbine two precise re(ation references “/
LET PY = NCCIE1.UAGES AND ~Y;

/’ “pay” is an i~recise data reference ‘/
SELECT IO, PAY
FRC+! PERS. EMP
WHERE PY z 20000;

QuERY PROCESSING:

Step 1) At Node 1 parse the query. PY(pay) is an imprecise reference so pass the query to Ncde 3.

Step 2) Ncde 3 has a sunnary schem term !Ipay!l which is O [Inks away frcin PY(pay). Since the SOM at Node 3
is Less than 1, seed a message dorm the hierarchy to see if the actua( access term at Ncde 2 IS n] thin the
spcified semantic distance.

At Ncde 2, the access term ‘Lsa(ary!j is 1 tlnk away frmr lIpayII (the hypernym [ink). RepLace PY(pay) with
PY(NCDE2. SALARY) ard return to I/cde 3.

Step 3) All data references are now precise.

Step 4) Execute the m(tidatsbase query.

Fig. 7. Example of SSM query processing.

Upward search message processing involves exact hypernym matching,

while downward search message processing uses the SDM. When an internal

hierarchy node receives a downward search message, it finds which local

summary schema terms map to the hypernym specified in the message (i.e.,

the hypernym that caused the message to be sent). The node checks to see if

any descendants of these terms are within the specified semantic distance of

the user’s imprecise term. For each local term that may contain matching

descendants, the downward search message is propagated serially to the

appropriate children (with the hypernym replaced by the corresponding local

hyponym). As soon as one child returns a precise reference, the search is

terminated, and then the precise reference is returned to the parent node. If

no downward search is successful, the node reports failure.

When a downward search message reaches a leaf node, the SDM calcula-
tion can be applied directly to the user’s imprecise term and available local

terms. Only this level of the search is capable of making positive matches and

returning precise references to replace the user’s imprecise terms.

This implementation of the SSM imprecise-reference resolution process

returns the first precise reference encountered within the specified semantic

distance. However, there may be a reference in the multidatabase which is a

more exact semantic match, but happens to be in a portion of the system

hierarchy which has not been searched. There is a tradeoff between finding
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an answer quickly (the closest one in the network) and finding a more exact

answer.

If the user wants a more precise semantic match, she]he just has to specify

a smaller SDM value. If the user wants to know just what the range of

possible matches is, she/he can use the Query Refinement Facility to return

all matches in the system.

4.4.2 Query Refinement Facility. System designers and application writ-

ers will often be interested in the full range of possible matches for an

imprecise data reference. Finding all semantically similar entities in the

global system is the first step in the schema integration process. Program-

mers may want to know all possible responses before coding specific queries

in an application. The Query Refinement Facility (QRF) returns all available

system matches for a given imprecise reference. QRF imprecise-reference

resolution is similar to the process for user queries discussed in Section 4.4.1,

but it does not stop after the first match is found. Also, QRF processing does

not perform any actual data access; it simply returns the precise schema

terms (i.e., it stops after the imprecise-reference resolution phase). Upward

search messages are propagated to the top of the hierarchy. All possible

downward search messages are generated. All precise matches found at leaf

nodes are accumulated at the QRF origin node.

When all system references within the specified semantic distance of the

user’s reference have been accumulated, they are displayed to the user in a

list which is ordered from closest semantic match to most distance. The list

displays the matching, precise system term, its location, and its semantic

distance value. If the user wants to refine the query further, she/he can

change the imprecise reference or modify the SDM value to restrict or enlarge

the search.

In a multidatabase system, any particular piece of information may be

partitioned and/or replicated in multiple places in various forms. Some user

queries can be satisfied with a single instance of the data item. For example,

if a user wants to know an address, any copy of the address can be used to

satisfy the user’s query. However, in other cases, a user query will require all

(or some subset) of the partitions/replications to be combined in order to
properly respond. For example, if a user wants to know the total income of a

person, then the person’s salary, bank interest, investment returns, etc. must

all be retrieved and combined in order to calculate the answer. Imprecise-

query processing finds a single match for an imprecise data reference and

uses that match to respond to the query. However, in some cases multiple

matches might be required in order to respond correctly. The choice of

whether a single instance or multiple instances of a data item is required to

satisfy a user query depends on the semantics of the query and the intent of

the user. It is not clear that these semantics and intent can be identified

and/or understood by the system. Hence, although the imprecise-
query–processing algorithm could be changed to retrieve multiple matches to

an imprecise data reference, it is more suitable to expect users to use the
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QRF when multiple matches are appropriate. The QRF allows users to

identify multiple matches. Then the user can decide which matches are

appropriate and resubmit the query with multiple, precise reference in place

of the initial imprecise reference.

4.5 Benefits

4.5.1 Semantic Identification. As noted previously, identifying semanti-

cally similar entities despite representational differences in multiple input

schemas is an important problem in schema integration. The SSM automates

this process via the Query Refinement Facility. The semantic-distance value

associated with each QRF response gives a quantitative measure of the

semantic similarity. The dictionary entries and semantic links in the system

taxonomy provide all the semantic information that can be automatically

abstracted from remote schema terms. Hence, global-database designers do

not have to have extensive knowledge about hundreds or thousands of local

schemas. They are not required to spend inordinate amounts of time search-

ing remote schemas.

Programmers have more control over the data being requested for applica-

tion processing. The QRF displays the range of similar data available and

allows an iterative search for the precise references required. Programmers

can optimize for less precise data that is closer in the network, hence

providing better performance, or can choose more precise references that may

entail extra communication costs.

4.5.2 Imprecise Queries. The ability to submit imprecise queries is an

important enhancement to existing multidatabase user interfaces. Users can

retain their own world view and its corresponding vocabulary while accessing

information from independent sources with differing vocabularies. They are

not required to learn or search through large lists of system access terms. The

system automatically interprets user requests based on the linguistic knowl-

edge represented by a standard thesaurus and dictionary. Hence, semantic

interpretations by the system are as accurate as the accepted, linguistic

authorities allow.

An issue with automated system interpretation of a user’s intent is the

correctness of that interpretation. The interpretive ability of the SSM is

limited by the precision of local-database designers in naming their data, by

user’s precision in specifying access terms, and by the limits of encoding

semantic knowledge in thesauruses and dictionaries. Imprecise queries run
the risk of incorrect resolutions or of resolutions which are not as semanti-

cally accurate as desired. This risk is inherent in allowing imprecise inputs.

However, the problem is not limited to systems that allow imprecision. A

precise query may not return the correct response if the user does not know

the correct precise terms. Also, local-database designers may choose inaccu-

rate precise access terms. Response correctness (for imprecise queries) can be

improved by encouraging users and local-database designers to consult the

online taxonomy when defining access terms. The taxonomy should help them
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be’ more precise in defining their meaning. Also, the QRF can be used to

iteratively refine access terms based on a ranking of system responses to the

previous query. The terms and relationships in the taxonomy also affect

response correctness. For example, using fully disambiguated definitions for

terms (one term = exactly one meaning) based on current usage allows users

to meaningfully relate terms and meanings. Providing more linguistic rela-

tionships among terms (different forms of hypernymy, for example) allows

the system to be more precise in determining semantic distance. Formal

models for semantic distance and response correctness are areas for future

research.

4.5.3 Global Data Structures. The global data structures maintained by

the SSM are smaller than a corresponding global schema. They are also

created and maintained automatically. Roget’s hypernym structure consists

of 6 classes, 39 sections, 990 head terms, an estimated 6300 subheads, an

estimated 215,000 entry-level terms (the lexicon), and an estimated 30,000

cross references between subhead synonym lists. The full system taxonomy

contains all these terms, their associated taxonomic links, and their disam-

biguated dictionary definitions. Assuming an averge of 10 bytes per term

name and 100 bytes per definition (a somewhat arbitrary estimate of a widely

variable number), the size of the full taxonomy is on the order of 24.5 MB.

However, the operational taxonomy (for schema summarization and impre-

cise-query processing) only contains the upper-level (subhead and above)

term IDs and their taxonomic links. This totals to 7335 identifiers, 7335

two-way hypernym/hyponym pointers, and 30,000 cross reference pointers.

Each ID and pointer is just an integer (4 bytes), so the total size of the

operational taxonomy is approximately 208 KB.

The size of the summary schemas hierarchy is dependent on the number of

local databases and the range of access terms used in their schemas. How-

ever, the number of hypernyms at each level of the system taxonomy repre-

sent an upper bound on the number of possible terms in each summary

schema at the corresponding level. For example, a summary schema at the

head level could not contain more than 990 terms. Each term in a summary

schema has an identifier (corresponding to the term ID in the taxonomy) and

a list of lower-level nodes that have hyponyms. The upper bound on the

number of pointers in the node list is the number of children the current node

has. Hence, a summary schema would normally be small enough to keep in

main memory, too. One study measured the size of the summary schema

hierarchy required to represent a set of sample local schemas compared to

the size of the corresponding global schema [Sarma 1992]. The global-schema

size (a union of the input schemas) was 41.5 KB. The total size of all

summary schernas added together was 51 KB. Note however, that a global

schema is replicated at each participating node, so the total size of the global

schemas added together was 1.3 MB. Therefore, the total space (across the
multidatabase system) required by the summary schemas hierarchy was only

4% of the total space required by the global-schema model.
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5. EVALUATION OF THE SUMMARY SCHEMAS MODEL

The ability to accept imprecise user queries is a powerful feature for a

multidatabase system. However, the cost of providing that feature must be

quantified. A simulator has been developed to compare the overhead costs of

imprecise-query processing to precise-query processing in a multidatabase

language system [Sarma 1992]. A series of experiments was performed on

sample database schemas to measure the performance of imprecise-query

processing under a variety of conditions. Overhead costs for the QRF were

also measured. The results showed that, on the average, imprecise-query

processing adds little overhead cost relative to precise-query processing.

5.1 Summary Schemas Model Simulator

5.1.1 Simulator Implementation. The SSM simulator was written in Con-

current C and runs on a network of IBM PC RTs [Sarma 1992]. It models a

multidatabase language system and the appropriate extensions for SSM

imprecise-query processing (i.e., it supports the reference resolution phase).

Each node in the multidatabase is represented by a separate process, and an

arbitrary network structure is simulated through the use of sockets. Each

node process reads a profile to determine its processing speed and its network

connections. Leaf nodes in the SSM hierarchy (the only nodes with databases)

read profiles that contain the local-database schema and the simulated-

database size. The local-database size is specified by the number of tuples in

each relation, the size of each attribute, and the average selectivity of

attribute values. Measurements of local DBMS operations are calculated from

the schema statistics—no actual data is maintained. The summary schemas

hierarchy is generated from the local-database schemas. A single copy of (a

subset of) Roget’s taxonomy is maintained for use by all nodes. Although a

hierarchy is imposed on the simulated network for imprecise-query process-

ing, the underlying network links can have an arbitrary topology.

A major emphasis during simulator development was flexibility in defining

the underlying multidatabase language system. Through profile values, the

experimenter can control the simulated processor speed of each node, the

network topology, the bandwidth of each network link, the size of each local

database, and the local schema (access terms) of each database. The precise

and imprecise queries used to run experiments are read from user-defined

text files. For precise queries, the simulator emulates a standard multi-

database language system. Imprecise queries automatically trigger the SSM
imprecise-query–processing extensions.

5.1.2 Assumptions and Simplifications. A number of assumptions and

simplifications were made during simulator development in order to main-

tain a reasonable scope of work. The intent was to provide a robust experi-

mental tool without sacrificing correctness or the general applicability of the

results. The first simplification is that all simulated local databases are

relational. Although a major characteristic of multidatabase systems is the
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ability to integrate heterogeneous local data models, most current systems

define some intermediate global data model and access language. The pre-

dominant choice is the relational data model. Restricting simulated databases

to be relational merely eliminates one level of data model/access language

translation from the standard multidatabase model. The simulator handles

the primary relational operators—select, project, ‘join, and union.

The simulator only accepts unary or binary query ,operations. A general

multidatabase user interface must respond to complex queries with possibly

nested suboperations. However, at some internal level of query processing, all

queries are decomposed to unary or binary subqueries. Therefore, the simula-

tor can produce results for complex queries, but the decomposition step must

be performed manually. The schema summarization process and mainte-

nance of the summary schemas are performed manually. Generation and

maintenance of the summary schemas hierarchy does not impact the opera-

tional performance of imprecise-query processing; therefore, summary schema

processing was deemed to be beyond the scope of current simulator develop-

ment.

The SSM simulator performs little query optimization. Optimization tech-

niques applicable to precise-query processing would also apply to imprecise-

query processing after the query resolution phase. Hence, the performance

gains would be similar in both cases. Since the purpose of the simulator is to

measure the relative performance of imprecise- and precise-query processing

rather than the absolute performance, query optimization was not a high

priority. The importance of query optimization in an operational system is

undisputed, but the associated development costs place it beyond the scope of

the current work.

The SSM simulator does not implement the full power of the SDM. Impre-

cise-query processing only searches for semantic matches within an access

term’s subhead list. Searching for direct synonyms (terms within a subhead

list) provides the closest semantic match to a user’s request. The purpose of

more sophisticated SDM calculations is to widen the semantic neighborhood

to be considered in searching for a matching system access term. Thus, the

current simulator provides the core semantic-identification function. More

sophisticated SDM calculations are a subject for future extensions of the

simulator.

5.1.3 Simulator Operation. The simulator is used to test the performance

of representative queries that access various combinations of local and re-

mote data. A set of queries is first submitted as precise queries—requesting

relational operations on specific data at specific locations. The communica-

tions and processing costs of each query are recorded. The communications

costs include the time required to transmit query-processing messages be-

tween nodes and the time to transmit the results back to the query origin

node. Communications costs are based on the specified performance of the
network links involved. Processing costs include the time required for query-

processing operations and the time for performing the relational operations
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at the local databases. Processing costs are based on the specified perfor-

mance of the nodes involved and the size characteristics of the target

databases. These measurements represent the baseline performance of each

precise query in a typical multidatabase language system.

Next, each query is resubmitted with the precise data reference replaced by

semantically equivalent imprecise references. The summary schemas hierar-

chy is searched to resolve the imprecise references before standard query

processing is invoked. Imprecise-query processing involves sending search

requests up and down the hierarchy and searching local summary schemas

for semantic matches. The total communications and processing costs of each

query are again recorded. The difference in the costs between the precise and
imprecise version of each query represents the overhead of SSM processing.

In each simulator experiment, the test queries are submitted at all SSM

hierarchy leaf nodes, and the average cost over all query origin nodes is

calculated. Averaging over all leaf nodes masks any local processing or

structural aberrations and provides a more robust overall result.

5.1.4 Sample Data. Sample database schemas for simulator experiments

were gleaned from a variety of database designs. The experiments used local

databases with simulated relation sizes ranging from 1 KB to 500 KB. The

calculated results sizes ranged from 0.01 KB to 700 KB. Network topologies,

network link bandwidths, and processor speeds were chosen to be representa-

tive values drawn from standard texts. Network bandwidths ranged from 160

KB/second to 4.7 MB\second. For more information, interested readers are

referred to [Bright and Hurson 1990].

5.2 Costs of Imprecise-Query Processing

A series of experimental cases were run on the SSM simulator in order to

analyze the relative performance of precise- and imprecise-query processing.

In each case, communications costs and processing costs are the measured

basis for comparison. The first case repeats a few simple queries with various

distributions of target schemas across the leaf nodes. The distributions vary

from the best case for imprecise-query processing (semantic matches are

available at every node) to the worst case (many semantically close schemas

are available, but only one match). The second case demonstrates a variety of

queries over a fixed distribution of local schemas. The queries vary in

complexity, size of result, and how close the matching data is to the query

origin node. The third case repeats the queries of Case 2, but measures the

effect of a different network topology. The network is highly interconnected
and provides more communications paths than just the SSM hierarchy links.

The overhead costs of the QRF are analyzed in Case 4. Standard multi-

database systems do not have any function corresponding to the QRF, so the

results are presented without reference to an existing baseline.

5.2.1 Case I—Best- and Worst-Case Performance. In this experiment, a

series of trials are run with a different distribution of local schemas for each

trial. The intent is to quantify the performance of imprecise-query processing

under best- and worst-case conditions. In each trial, a select, a project, and a
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join query are submitted at each node. The same queries are used for each

trial. All precise queries access data at node O, while imprecise queries access

data at the closest node with a semantic match. The network topology is

shown in Figure 8.

In the first trial, a semantic match (for the imprecise query) is located at

every leaf node in the network. This represents the best case for imprecise-

query processing, since each can be resolved locally. For all nodes except node

O, the imprecise query is preferable to the precise query because the impre-

cise query provides a semantically correct result, but does not require any

network communications overhead. In the next 15 trials, semantically match-

ing schemas are removed, one node at a time, until only node O has a

semantic match for the imprecise data references. Each of these subsequent

trials (numbered 1– 15) requires some imprecise queries to search farther in

the network. In trial 15, both precise and imprecise queries are accessing the

same database. However, the precise queries communicate with node O

directly while the imprecise queries must search for the matching data.

In the next series of trials, only one local schema provides a semantic

match for the imprecise data references, while a semantically similar schema

is added to each leaf node in turn. This similar schema does not provide a

semantic match for the imprecise references, but it does look like a match at

higher levels in the summary schemas hierarchy. In other words, the similar

schema maps to the same hypernyms as the target schema above the

subhead level in Roget’s taxonomy. This similarity causes imprecise-query

processing to make extra searches (send extra messages) at internal hierar-

chy nodes, that end in failure at the leaf nodes. In the last trial, every leaf

node has the similar schema, so queries from distant nodes (relative to the

target schema) must do almost exhaustive searches through the summary

schema hierarchy before finding the semantic match. Trial 30 represents the

worst case for imprecise-query processing since there is only one semantic

match in the system, but many false leads to weed through.

Figure 9 shows the communications and processing costs for the select

queries over the 30 trials. Each data point represents the average cost (in

microseconds) of all queries (one submitted at each leaf node). As expected,

when imprecise-query processing can identify a local (or close) semantic

match, average communications costs for imprecise queries are less than (or

close to) precise queries that must access remote data (trials O– 15 in Figure

9a). In trials 16–30, the only semantic match for imprecise queries is at node

O. As semantically close schemas are added (trials 16-30 in Figure 9b),
imprecise-query processing requires more search messages, and the costs

rise. The cost of resolving the imprecision causes significant degradation in

query-processing performance.

Similar series of simulations were conducted for the project and join

queries (Figure 10). As expected, the average communications costs for

precise queries are higher for project and join than for select queries. Project
and join tend to return larger results; therefore, the communications costs for

results dominate the costs for message passing. Thus, even in the worst case,

imprecise-query–processing communications costs are only marginally larger
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than precise-query processing. The processing costs curves are similar to

select query results.

In summary, imprecise-query processing can save significantly on commu-

nications costs when the distribution of schemas is favorable. In the best

case, imprecise queries required no communications costs and only marginally

larger processing costs. However, with unfavorable schema distributions,

imprecise-query processing adds communications and processing overhead. In

the worst case, imprecise-query processing added over 500% in communica-
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tions costs for select (but very little for project and join). Worst-case process-

ing costs showed that imprecise queries added between 16% (join) and 337o

(project) overhead. In the average cases, precise and imprecise processing

costs were relatively similar.

5.2.2 Case 2—Average-Case Performance. In this experiment, the schema

distribution remains set while a variety of queries is submitted at each leaf
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node. The queries represent different combinations of operations, target data,

and result sizes. Each leaf node in the system submits the same set of queries

and accesses data at all other leaf nodes in the system. The first set of queries

(O- 17) represents a set of select operations that return results ranging from

10 B to 1 KB. The second set of queries (18–24) is a mixture of projects and

joins which returns results ranging from 5 KB to 700 KB. The intent is to

show the robustness and scalability of imprecise-query processing over a wide

range of queries (average-case performance). In general, it was expected that

precise queries would cost less than imprecise queries. The flexibility of the

simulator is shown by using a different network topology (Figure 11) than

Case 1.

The average communications and processing costs for the first set of

queries (O– 17) are shown in Figure 12. Note that each query is independent,

so the curves in subsequent figures are only useful for displaying the data

points, not for depicting trends between data points. Despite the overhead of

imprecise-query processing, imprecise queries cost less than precise queries

in some cases (communications and/or processing costs). There are two

reasons for imp recise queries to perform better than precise queries. First, as

in some Case 1 trials, the imprecise query will locate a semantic match which

is closer in the network than the corresponding precise data reference.

Therefore, the imprecise query will incur less communications overhead.

Second, the imprecise query may locate a semantic match in a database with

different size characteristics than the precise data reference. If the imprecise

query operates on a smaller database than the precise query, its processing

costs will be less. If imprecise-query processing identifies multiple semantic

matches for a query, the simulator automatically chooses the smallest

database for processing. Naturally, such flexibility cannot be exploited by

precise-query processing. The costs of the second set of queries are shown in

Figure 13. There is no significant difference between imprecise- and precise-

query processing. As in Case 1, when the query results are large, the result

processing dominates the message-passing phase of query execution.

In summary, precise-query processing has only marginally better perfor-

mance than imprecise-query processing over a wide range of queries and

result sizes. Imprecise queries actually perform better than precise queries if

there is a close semantic match or a semantic match at a smaller database.

When the results are large, imprecise-query processing overhead is negligi-

ble.

5.2.3 Case 3—Impact of Network Topology. The effects of network topol-

ogy on performance measures were studied by adding more links to the

network topology of Case 2 (Figure 11). The additional links form a chordal

ring structure and were expected to aid precise-query performance by provid-

ing shorter path lengths for initial query propagation (imprecise-query pro-

cessing still uses the hierarchy links for searching). The assumption is that
an intelligent network manager always selects the shortest path for a mes-

sage (the simulator does this). The scheme distribution and set of queries is
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the same as Case 2, so any performance differences should be strictly due to

network topology differences.

The processing costs for this case are identical to Case 2 (same enodes,

same databases), so only the communications costs for the first set of queries

(0-17) are shown in Flgm-e 14. Again, the results are mixed, but the overhead
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of imprecise-query processing is generally more pronounced than in Case 2.

The results for the second set of queries (18–24) are not shown, since they

again display almost no difference between imprecise and precise costs. In

summary, a denser network topology does favor precise-query processing, but

only to a minor degree. As noted in Case 2, when the result size is large,

imprecise-query processing overhead is negligible.

5.2.4 Case 4—Query Refinement Facility Overhead. The final experiment

analyzes the communications costs for the QRF. Since there is no correspond-

ing capability in standard multidatabase systems, only the costs for QRF

imprecise-query processing are reported. The network topology used is the

same as Case 2 (Figure 11). There are no processing costs (only communica-

tions costs) since the QRF does not actually access data. Only the relevant

portions of the local schemas are returned to the query origin node. Each

QRF query was submitted at all leaf nodes. The average communications cost

for each query is shown in Figure 15. Again, note that the data points are

independent, and the curve is only used to illustrate them. Although there is

no direct comparison with queries in previous cases, it is instructive to note

that the scale of the QRF results is consistent with imprecise-query process-

ing costs in those cases. In other words, the performance of a QRF query is

roughly comparable to the performance of an imprecise query. The difference

in costs is due to the varying number of possible semantic matches that had

to be searched for each QRF query. For example, the first four queries dealt

with variations of “requirements” and “personnel.” There were many local

databases dealing with these subjects, so there were many hypernyms chains
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and local schemas to search (search costs were high). However, Query 7 was a

search for terms semantically close to “weapon.” Only a few local databases
had similar terms, so the search cost was low (there were few hypernym

chains that matched).

In summary, a designer or user who wants to use the QRF does not have to

pay a significant performance penalty. For queries that may require multiple

sources to be integrated in the result, it is reasonable to use the QRF to

identify the appropriate sources. In such a case, the user would submit a QRF

query, analyze the result, choose the appropriate data references, and submit

a precise query with those references. The system performance would be

roughly comparable to submitting two sequential queries.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Multidatabase systems provide globally integrated access to multiple, au-

tonomous local databases in a distributed system. Identification of semanti-

cally similar data across different local databases despite different data

representations and naming conventions was presented as a significant

problem in current research. A number of ideas from linguistic research and

large-system user interface techniques were applied to develop the Summary

Schemas Model (SSM) as a suitable solution to this problem.
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6.1 Summary Schemas Model

The SSM was proposed as an extension of multidatabase language systems

that aids in semantic identification of similar data and automatic interpreta-

tion of imprecise data references. The SSM maintains a system taxonomy

that provides linguistic relationships among terms from a general English

lexicon. The summary schemas hierarchy provides a concise, abstract view of

the information available in the multidatabase system. Summary schemas

are generated using the linguistic knowledge in the system taxonomy. The

Semantic-Distance Metric (SDM) provides a quantitative measure of the

semantic similarity between two terms. The SDM and the summary schemas

hierarchy are used to match imprecise data references to semantically similar

system access terms.

Imprecise queries allow users to specify data references in their own terms,

rather than the system’s terms. No current multidatabase system allows

users to submit imprecise queries. The ability to automatically map imprecise

user terms to precise system terms is a significant enhancement to existing

multidatabase system interfaces. Imprecise-query processing provides a sin-

gle match to a user’s imprecise data reference. The Query Refinement Facil-

ity (QRF) returns a list of matches for a user’s imprecise data reference. The

QRF is useful when the requested information is partitioned and/or repli-

cated at multiple local databases. Users (particularly database designers) can

use the QRF to identify all available system data that is semantically similar

to their request.

6.2 Imprecise Query-Processing Performance Evaluation

A simulator was developed to study the overhead costs of imprecise-query

processing. Communications and processing costs were measured for precise

queries in a simulated multidatabase language system and compared to the

costs for semantically equivalent imprecise queries. The types of queries,

distribution of local-database schemas, network topology, node-processing

speeds, and result size were varied for different experiments. Best- and

worst-case scenarios for imprecise-query processing were studied. A variety of

sample queries and sample database schemas was used to study average-case

scenarios.

It was shown that imprecise queries can actually provide better perfor-

mance (lower communications and/or processing costs) than corresponding

precise queries if imprecise-query processing identifies a semantic match that
is closer (in the network) to the query origin node than the precise data
reference. Imprecise queries can also perform better than precise queries if

imprecise-query processing locates a semantic match at a smaller database

(than the precise reference). A smaller database can be accessed faster and
tends to produce smaller results (lesser result communications cost). How-

ever, in most cases, imprecise-query processing added some overhead costs,

relative to precise-query processing, because of the additional message pass-

ing and processing required by imprecise-reference resolution. For large

results, this overhead was negligible because the costs of resuIt processing
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dominated the measurements. In most average scenarios, imprecise-

query–processing overhead was relatively small. QRF processing has no

corresponding function in standard multidatabase systems, so there was no

basis for comparison of the QRF measurements. However, it was shown that

QRF processing costs were roughly comparable to the costs for imprecise

queries. QRF does not actually make any data accesses (at the local

databases), but does perform a more extensive search of the summary

schemas hierarchy.

6.3 Future Research

A number of areas have been identified for further work on the SSM. A key

area is the need to develop a more sophisticated system taxonomy. Roget

provides only the most basic semantic relationships, and the vocabulary is

somewhat dated. In particular, Roget’s hypernym terms are not as meaning-

ful and intuitive as they could be for SSM purposes. The Lexical Systems

Group at IBM Research has reported on promising work for a more suitable

taxonomy.

SDM sophistication is currently limited by the available system taxonomy.

A more complex taxonomy (with more linguistic information) would allow

more variation and control over SDM calculations. The SDM is the core

function that applies the power of the system taxonomy to provide semanti-

cally meaningful results to users. More sophisticated SDM equations would

allow more experimentation on defining imprecision and semantic identifica-

tion with meaningful (to the user) results.

Imprecise-query processing automatically provides a single semantically

meaningful result to an imprecise user request. However, as information

becomes more fragmented and user requests become more complex, the

system will need increasing capability to automatically identify multiple

semantic matches which must be integrated. The current QRF is a step in

that direction. More research remains to be done in the area of interpreting

user requests that span multiple data sources.
Finally, the SSM is intended to be a useful tool for operational use. The

SSM simulator has shown that imprecise-query–processing performance is

competitive with (existing) precise-query–processing results. Moreover, im-

precise-query processing is a user function unavailable on current multi-

database systems. Ongoing work should concentrate on actually implement-

ing the SSM.

The Summary Schemas Model provides a significant enhancement to exist-

ing multidatabase system user interfaces by allowing users to specify queries

in their own terms. It has a solid basis in existing linguistic theory and has

been shown to provide reasonable performance when compared with cur-
rently available functions (where they are comparable).
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